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Capturing the opportunity 

 Infrastructure is moving from large ($200M - $2B) to local, smaller ($5M- $50M) 
distributed projects

 Due to scarcity and misuse, critical resources of agriculture, energy, water and 
waste are increasing in value every year between 5%-12%

 Ultra Capital uses data driven processes to underwrite the creditworthiness of a 
project and its cash flow

 Our exceptional management team has developed or financed over $20B of 
successful projects

 Ultra Capital has a pipeline of over $6.2B projects and growing
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Ultra Capital’s goal is to deliver consistently underwritten and risk managed projects at scale

$200 billion represents the mid-term market size for small and mid-size projects across our four sectors.  These sectors are expected to grow more quickly than the entire infrastructure  sector which is forecasted to grow  by 25 % 
annually during the next decade.  Estimates are based on an aggregation of data from McKinsey, IFC (2015), TIAA-Creff (2015), JP Morgan (2015) and others.

Bridging the gap between institutional investors and developers 
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Ultra Capital finances small to mid-size $5M-$50M sustainable real asset projects in 
agriculture, energy, water and waste

 10%+ stabilized yield after full deployment
 14%-16% net IRR (11% discount rate, 5-7 year exit)
 5 year liquidity with options to continue

 8% preferred return
 150 bps management fee
 15% profit interest
 Alternative terms for investors seeking 15+ 

year ownership of real assets

 Tax efficient structures
 Low correlation to other asset classes
 Expertly managed assets with low-risk profile

Investment features

Financial features

Financial terms

We aggregate uncorrelated infrastructure projects into a Real Asset Vehicle 

Real Asset Vehicle 
$200M-$300M

This document is for informational and discussion purposes only.  A private offering of an interest in the Real Asset Vehicle will be made solely on the basis of a confidential Private Placement Memorandum
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Data driven approach to project finance

Real Asset Project

LLC structure
Experienced developer

Proven technology
Construction ready

Long term contracts with 
creditworthy institutions

Long term contracts with 
creditworthy institutions

Supply Agreements Off-take Agreements

Manages UnderwritesUnderwrites

We underwrite long-term contracted cash flows and leverage systems and processes to manage outcomes

O v e r v i e w
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We finance projects after the high-risk phase of development

We strive to limit development risk and accelerate time to positive cash flow
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For Further Information Please Contact

Christine Martini

215-278-9845

cmartini@ultracapital.com
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Ultra Capital, LLC (“Ultra Capital”) is a newly formed investment management firm registered as an investment adviser under the U.S. Investment Advisers 

Act of 1940, as amended (the “Advisers Act”,).

Ultra Capital has not launched a private investment vehicle (“Vehicle") as of the date of this document.  As such, Ultra Capital has no operating history 

managing Vehicles.  Ultra Capital intends to launch its first RAV during 2016.  This presentation includes a summary of Ultra Capital’s anticipated investment 

strategies with respect to RAVs or potential separately managed accounts (a "SMA.") Risks referenced herein with respect to RAVs also relate to SMAs.  

Ultra Capital may make changes to its business plan in its discretion, and investors should read the final Confidential Private Placement Memorandum 

(“PPM”) of the RAV (or similar document for a SMA) (the "Memorandum") prior to investment.

This presentation (the “Presentation”) is provided for information purposes and reference only and is not intended to be, and must not be, taken as the 

basis for an investment decision. By acceptance hereof, you agree that (i) the information contained herein may not be used, reproduced or distributed to 

others, in whole or in part for any other purpose without the prior written consent of Ultra Capital; (ii) you will keep confidential all information contained 

herein not already in the public domain; and (iii) the information contains highly confidential and proprietary “trade secrets” (some which may constitute 

material non-public information). The contents hereof should not be construed as investment, legal, tax or other advice.  You should consult your own 

advisors as to legal, business, tax and other related matters concerning an investment.  Unless otherwise noted, the information contained herein has been 

compiled as of June 1, 2016, and Ultra Capital has no obligation to update the information. The delivery of this Presentation will under no circumstances 

create any implication that the information herein has been updated or corrected as of anytime subsequent to such date.

This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any securities and may not be used or relied upon in evaluating the 

merits of an investment. Offers and sales will be made only pursuant to the PPM, as amended or supplemented from time to time, the constitutional 

documents of the RAV, the subscription agreements and other definitive documentation of the RAV (collectively, including the PPM, the “RAV Documents”) 

and in accordance with applicable securities laws. The information set forth herein does not purport to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by 

reference to the RAV Documents. This Presentation is not a part of or supplemental to the RAV Documents and is superseded in its entirety by the RAV 

Documents.


